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Fabulous Fashion
From Gay Paree ...
WHEN BETTYE LIGHTSY, Chiigo's pioneer in the field of charm
ehools for Negroes interested in
breaking in the professional field
presented her Crest Models in her
annual graduation exercises a n d
fashion revue, Parisian originals
such as these were features. Mrs.
Lightsy's revue was held at the
Eleventh Street Theatre in the Windy City's near-loop area.
• FOUNDER OF the Crest Models
school on Chicago's Southside, Mrs.
Lightsy has kept abreast with fashion trends apd has made several
trips abroad to study the techniques
of world famed courtiers. Dior's
Instanbul (photo below) which was
featured in last Sunday's show is
24-carat gold lame draped from the
top to the bodice and across the
back. The slim sheath skirt is split
in the back.

e

• 'MISS SEPIA MODEL' of 1956, pretty Lillie Jones,
who accompanied Mrs. Lightsy to Europe this year as first
award winner in a recent contest to find the most popular
male and female, is petite in white faille fashioned with
a Peter Pan collar and huge bow. Fitted black velveteen
velour jacket and voluminous skirt dramatizes this ensemble.

'• ANOTHER DRAMATIC creation as shown by Psi
Chaney, comely Crest model-is a gold lame after five cock•
tail sheath scrolled in black. A black chiffon jacket fash•
foned with a huge pouf of the same material give glamour
to this citation.
• "•••
•••

•

in lace. The lace bodice is fetching over delicate pink
• STATUESQUE AND svelte Alvenia Burrows, "Miss
decollette in the back. The basque
Sepia of 1955" shows her loveliness to a distinct advan- satin and is cut in a low
by
a full cut skirt.
dramatized
bodice
is
accented
delicately
tage in a black after five cocktail gown
chantilly lace over powder blue satin, the
• DRAMA IN fashions iai,i exemplified in the strap- Fashioned of
is fashioned of yards of black nylon tulle.
skirt
less cocktail dress which Leglie Johnson wears so prettily. trumpet

At7

Miss Edna Douglass To SpeakFounders' Day Program For Sigmas
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority will ,ers' Week, there will be several
observe its Founders' Day on San- !closed affairs, including a Sigma
day, Nov. 18, at the Second Congregational church at 4 p.m.,
with the Grand Basileus, Miss
Edna Douilas, of Little Rock, Ark,
as the guest speaker.
Sigma Gamma Rho, in presenting its first lady, is bringing a
speaker who has not only had
her sorority, but has achieved civic and national recognition.
Miss Douglass is a graduate of
Arkansas A. M. & N. college of
Pine Bluff, Ark. She has a Mask:NTERTAINS
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beautiful table appointments and
large crowd in
Swinelcr. tat Thurs- iat course at Henderson
the delightful service. Assorted A L. Helm. Jerry Taylor. jr.
fall flowers of every description Vincent Wesley. Mr. and Mrs.
and the tea-lid-bits that are just James Cowan. Henry Franklin.
as tasty as they are beautiful to ' Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Goodloe. Paul
behold. President of the City Fed- Collins. Mrs. Charlesteen Miles
eration, Mrs. R. L. Adams. was and "your scribe-.
At the gay party we Were told
profuse with praise and thanks
to the members and trtends who sb Y Mr. Walker that he and his
helped to make this year's Tea a charming wife. Ilarriett, planned
a trip to Chicago and Detroit. and
truly grand surcess.
while at the Motor City they would
THE MEDICAL AUXILIARY
Again, Lelia Walker lubhouse take in the Michigan-Illinois earns.
was the scene of another lively at Ann Arbor. . .and that this
meeting, when the Bluff Cos Med- would be alaceos first trip bark
Soryirthing New and Sensational in
ical Auxiliary met with !Mesdames to the campus of his alma water
CHRISTMAS CARDS
Brawner and Bisson as hostesses, since he left there an '33
Their full agenda included the a p. PHYLLIS WHEATLEY
pointent of cominittees tor C7cir MELTING
year's work un their national proMembers of the Phs
b
gram. The meeting. was largely Ics club met at the beautifully apattended, and members laid the pointed home of Mrs. R. L. Adams
plans for their Christmas Party at 372 Boyd. Thursdas . Nos. a,
that will include their husbands %%ith spirits reigning high over the
New 1956 Line of Colored Exclusive
in December. Plans were also success of their efforts in 'lasing
made for their annual distribution Mrs. Leslie Tas lor capture the
of baskets to uniortunates
competilve title of "President of
with your name . Send 70c for free samples
the Christmas holidass. Mrs. It. ;he Year- among the City Club
Adams
FASHION GREETING. . . Post Office
L.
is the Auxiliary's tires- Federation. at the annual Federaident, and Mrs. Bisson. the sec- lion Tea of the previous Sunday
Box 5512, Ch;cago 80, Illinois
retary.
at Lelia Walker Clubhouse. Mrs.
THE J-UG'S
We carry c7 full line of ALL-OCCASION CARDS...
E. liersdon. of 749 VollenMiss Vela Lois
Junes aas tine was hailed for her outstandBirthday - Anniversary - Get Well - Wedding
hostess to the J•1:4J's Inc.. *flaws- ing sale of tickets which contre
&thy etc
day night of last week at the Gay Weed to Phyllis Wheatles's winHawk. Special entertainment was fling of the cock's' honor. The
focused on the showing of a tech- spaciousness and beauty of thy
nicolored movie by Henri Perkins home of Mrs. Adams and her sisas they enjoyed cocktails before ter. Miss Mettle Bell. provided a
DELICIOUS! HAMBURGER
Mm-M-M
dinner. Velma Lois proved quite delightful setting for the lovely
a charming and gracious hostess party that was culminated in a
or any other dish—tastes its best when properly
D.4MPPROOF
in seeing that each member re- course dinner in the beautiful ruincooked and seasoned with Sterling Salt. Sterling
eels ed Nk hatever they desired on pus-patio room that is a veritable
the menu Members present were outdoor garden with its windows
Salt's pure, snow-white "sparks of flavor" dissolve
, Marie Bradford. Sarah Chandles. filled with gorgeous houseplant quickly, completely, adding extra zest and sparkle
'a Josephine Bridges. MoJea ii of every description. Arransaeto
the rich, natural flavors of food. Get Sterling Salt
Thompson
and
Erma Lee Laws. . ents were made for their annu,.
' Gwendolyn Nash was unable to al presentation of baskets ol food
at. your grocer's today. Plain, or Iodized for your
attend due to the loss of her for needy families for dhristmas.
family's health protection. Guaranteed damp proof,
-grandfather. The J-U-Gs ask your • Members present were Mrs. A.
or double your money back.
of their third An no al B. Mleyne. Miss McAtie Boyd..
Boll to be held Friday Mrs 0. B. Braithwaite. Mrs HenSTERUNO SALT—in the box with the pi:;;zium
I. at the Club Eh- netta Craigen. Miss Emma Crit.
Ma
oilt0DUCT OF iF4TgANAT1ONAL SALT CO INC
ifianden Mr i n Davis,

',

JERRY'S SUNDRY
Drugs Sundries Cosmetics
Notions

554 SCOTT

PH. 4-9463

Announce New Way To
Shrink Painful Piles

The FASTEST GROWING LINE Of
NEGRO GREETING CARDS
NEVER BEFORE OFFERED

GREETING CARDS . . . . 20 for $1.80

offer on the back

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

Stamp May Honor 'Our Mr. Sun' Star's
The Negro Press
B 0 0 K E It WASHINGTON TV Series On Science
BIRTHPLACE, V. — March of

•

1957 marks the 130th anniversary
of the founding of the first Negro
newspaper in America.
Because the Negro Press has
made such large contributions to
our national well-being both in
service rendered to America's lar
gest minority group and the gen.
eral help given in building. sus.
taming and exemplifying the nation's Democratic ideals — Sidney
J. Phillips, president of the Booker T. Washington Centennial Corn.
mission, has requested Postmaster General Arthur J. Summerfield. to issue a commemorative
stamp paying tribute to the Negro Press on its I:10th anniversary .
Mr. Phillips states that he has
recently been informed by the Assistant Postmaster General that
this request will be given consideration along with other subjects
on file. Consideration of subjects
for the
1957
Commemorative
Stamp issue will be taken up in
November.

VIP'S ANNUAL MASQUERADE BALL — The VIP Club
held Its annual Masquerade
Ball at Currie's Club Tropicana, Friday night, Oct. 27. At
the gay subscription dance

scores of friends of the charming group enjoyed the infor•
!nal hospitality of the event.

Mrs.
Bernice Cole, Lillian Massey,

Seen left to right are:

Emma Jean Mitchum, Mari•
delle Reed. N'elma Lois Jones,
costume prize winners Olivia
Davis and Helen Butt. , Faye
Gentry, Elma Shaw, Vivian

Brown and Earline Mobley.
Not shown are members Miss
Annie Marie Allen. Mary Helen Facile and Henrene Neal.
(Photo by Withers)

The issuance of such a stamp
would not only he a worthy tribute
to a great American organization — the Negro Press — but
could he of great educational vatto Americans of all races.
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the Bell System was motivated by

Set Fashion
Show Nov. 18
tliit,

A total of 561.240 fans saw Michigan State's 1955 football team
play in 10 games.

, NOV. 17, 1956 1 1
SAT;

Salis Valid will pr,..:(911
sixth annual Fashion Show, "A
r2vening In Paris", Sunday, Nov.
18, at 9 p.m, in the beautiful Flamingo Room.
One hundred of Memphis'

fashion-wise men awl women will participate in this gala atfair.
Miss Lanetha .1. Collins. Memphis' own classical vocalist will
•tar in the show.

Tuft Green and his orchestri
wilt furnish th:.
, background mu
sic with Bob (Honeymoon) Garner on the organ and the well
known night club entertainer Har-

41r /
(0,:x
.FIELD.
JACKETS
IF
YOU
BRING
THIS
AD WITH
YOU

old Coners.
Nliss Cornelia

•
DR. AND MRS. POAG FETE
DR. SELD7.7i —',11ten Gie University of Nor:h Carolina's
dramatic art chairman Dr.
Samuel tiele-c-1 (ceale;), spent
several (lays on the Tennessee
State univerily c7.mpus as theatre consultant and seminar

lecturer last week, Dr. and
Mrs. 'fhomas E. Poag eniertained for him. They received the speech and drama faculty, menlh7rs of the music faculty, and frient's in the allied
arts at a small reception in
their lovely home. The cam-

elsewhere in this edition) show
that as predicted, the Negro
vote here shifted to the GOP.
With left-handed aid from the

MORE THAN 54 PER( E.NT of
the 53,000 Negroes registered to
vote in Memphis and Shelby
County flocked to the polls on
Nov. 6. The results (details

tip Agents Crackdown On Alleged Bets
MI4NEAPOL1S—(INS) — Fed- seeking evidence of illegal gamb-,
reported heavy!
oral agents staged raids on eight ling because of
betting on the Minnesuta-lowa
Minneapolis locations, apparently
, football game.

r,
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5 FULL GLASSES OF BEER
/fif

in

"
n

irin

ra YOUR

SCHUTZ ity
no-deposit, no-return
quarter-gallon bottle

MARY BEAL'S

GIFT SHOP

1019 MISSISSIPPI AT WALKER
Invites You To Come In And Browse Around

WONDERFUL BRIDGE PRIZES
GIFTS FOR EVERYONE —
• Unusual Costume Jewelry

•

•
•
•
•

DEALER
TODAY

Mexican Hand Pointed Skirts
Ladies Hose
Men Accessories
Greeting Cards

era caught the two talk;ng
shop while .Mrs. Poag listened. Dr. Poag. who heads
speech and drama at Tennessee State, and the eminent
Dr. Selden are rssoeiated ii
several national drama organizations. (Gunter Photo)

States Righters, who siphoned
off ballots from the Democrats, the Negro sote definitely helped to swing Memphis
and Shelby county into the Eisenhower win column. Photo at
fon shous citizens lined up to

Crenshaw. one
Hyde Park Housewives League, held Aug. 27-31. at St. Louis, Mo.,
Unit 12, met at the home of Rev !qrs. Juanita Daniels served as of the unmatchalde fashion-wise
and Mrs. 0. C. Crivens at 2132 the Memphis delegate to the con- matrons, will be the narrator.
The members of the Sans PaStovall ave., Oct. 2, at 8 p.m. vention and brought back highrk.' Social club promise this to
Guest speakers included Soloman lights, The group is now in the he
one of Ihe most 1.5-1 rds am'
!looks, who discussed, "How to ! midst of plans for their Founders
- 'as 0!- t ,, •,
Promote Better Negro Business. Day Drive,
es"; Mrs. Linnie Garrett. "The
Field of Cosmetology", and Rev.
Christmas Seals, sold since 1907
0. C. Crivens, who discussed "Coto raise funds to fight tuberculooperation".
sis, are collected by many phila15 new m(,'mber, Mrs. Speed, was telists. No issue
has ever been
added to the. group; and mem• ireprinted, and each
in the new
year the
hers were concerned about the , plates are destroyed.
illness of their director, Mrs. Ruth

g
4a0

Nevels and Mrs. Naomi Gray, the
Your tuberculosis association
assistant director.
l
When the national convention of helps protect your family from
I the Housewives League, Inc., was tuberculosis. Buy and use more
Christmas Seals this year.

east their ballots in the Ilyde
Park polling place. At bottom
is a scene at Douglass High
school where voting machines
were installed, and where hundreds exercised their franchise. (Withers Photos)
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lent Lay-Away Pion.

91 N. 2nd Street

—
America's most-In-demaad fowl upset Mrs. Louise R. Prothro travels the country over. appearing at fairs, colleges,
clubs, on radio.
and 1V. Between trips, she loves to entertain and serve treats like Festive Fruit Cake, made the
Pet Milk way with no baking,

FAMOUS CAREER WOMAN, CHARMING HOSTESS
Louise R. Prothro delights guests with no-baking Fruit Cake
Louise R. Prothro is a woman who
to work with food—so much so,
M
she's made it her career and her hobby!
rs.
loves

An mpei0enced home economist with a
Master's Degree in Foods and Nutrition
from Columbia University, Mrs. Prothro is
a member of the Pet Milk Company'?
Home Economics staff. During her working day, she demonstrates the use of Pet
Evaporated Milk in preparing richer, more
delicious family meals that are exceptionally nourishing.
At home, she is an attentive mother and a
gracious hostess. For parties, Mrs. Prothro
serves rich, luscious foods that are easy to
prepare. Her holiday favorite is this nobaking fruit cake made with double-rich A tildy persend Pt. Mrs. Prothro
makes
Pet Milk. You'll like it, tool
Pet Mdk's Festive Fruit Cake for friends.

DO YOUR XMAS SHOPPING NOW!
Use Our C

SETPIIIS OUTLET

AFAV

NO-DEPOSIT, NO-RETURN

THE MODERN; CONVENIENT MILK FOR RICH; GOOD COOKING/

•
•
•
•
•

mrs. Prothro's
FRUIT CAKE

FESTIVE

rap Pet Evaporated

• 2 dorm finetv cut
▪
klarihnirllowa
• V3 cup Orange Julie
• II dorm 2, 2-in.
(.rahain Clackers
teavpoon
Cinnamon
teaspoon Nutmeg
teaspoou (Aorta

1½ cups reedier
Raitins
galdors aryl
dark ate twit)
op linelv rut
Date.
1 rup broken Walnuts
Its cups readviailed.
ent•up
Candled Fruit.
NO or tanned

Line with waxed paper bottom and Ude,of. Imam •
tube pan
about 6 cup.. Pm milk, marsh- •
mallow, and orAnge juice into a Noel. let fraud •
until needed. Roll graham erackeri into fine crumbs. •
Put(rumba into a tartar bowl with cinnamon, not. •
metc, dove', r.ririns, dates and wit/outs. Add candied fruit and milk
r9•
mixture. Mix with a spoon, then
•
with hands until crumbs are momf11
• trued, Press firmly into pan. Top
• Isiah additional fruit and nett..
•
• Cover tiih tly. Chill 2 days before
•
iiiiii
ii
i
.slicing, keep in root place. Make,
•
• 3!; Mc
•
••

•

to

4,
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Jazz Pianist Left Indelible
Mark For Future Generations
funeral services for jazz
I Tatum were held Satüros Angeles'
ity church, it was a final
to Art Tatum "the man."
body was lowered into

1 TRESS WERE the hands that

technique of any jazz pianist
of his generation. With late

pianist above are Erroll Garner and Count Basic.

Hump Ork And New 'Bessie Smith'
Setting London Jazz Fans Alight
LONDON — (ANP ) — Hampton
in setting London alight, not only
with his scintillating vibraphone,
drum and piaro but with his aloft prodigious energy and in-

His enthusiasm is infectious and
while his band could not he heard
good advantage because of toe
poor aceoustirs of the Empress
Nall, his dynamism was infectious. He had the whole place jumping, with his virtuosity and improisations.
Advance publicity did hint that
essie Smith's voice and style of
singing .was likely to steal the
how.
This, however, was not the case.
It was her striking beauty which
captured the audience, and everywhere she goes her beauty is standard comment.
London has not been privileged
le see many beautiful coloured
girls—apart from Lena Horne and
Muriel Smith. Bessie Smith is the
moat striking Negro to grace the
London stage in a long time.
Holding court twice nightly at
London's New Churchill's Club
is a new groun of exotic dancers
fresh from their triumph in the
film, "Fire Down Below", which
will be released later this month.
This Trinidadian group is led by

a 6 foot 4 inch length of bronzs touch the ground.
rubber known as Stretch Cox. • Visitors to the Club are astoundTheir speciality is a dance called ed to the extent that the man-Limbo", where this amazing man agement offers a thousand lbs.
wriggles and twists himself under nightly to anyone who can duplia bar only two feet off the ground cate this feat. So far they have
and in doing th:s only his feet not forfeited on. penny, because
there are no successful takers.
t These boys may shortly be seen
in the States. Ed Sullivan has
been making enquiries about them
and if his enquiries are successful. the American television audience will be flabergasted by this

sTEPIN I,ETCHIT is currently
"breaking up" the house at Budland, where he opened Wednesday
night for an extended engagement.
Appearing on bill with the tam-1
comic is Eddie -Long Veers" Boyd
and the Four Wonders singing

where Steele's "Smart Affairs
of '57" revue has entered 7th
successful week in territory,
may stay around until the
holidays.

WILBERFORCE. Ohio — Maxine Stunt and Alfred Brooks will
appear with their dance company
in Galloway auditorium on the Central State college campus Nov. 15.
The appearance of the nationally known choreographers will perhaps be the only professional
dance concert on the concert series
this season.
Students of this modern art medium will have an opportunty to
see J wide variety of dances and
moods from this group for the
company includes Martha Cutrufello of New York and Marion Jim
of Hawaii. The group is nationally heralded for its original approach to the modern dance.
The Stunt-Brooks partnership be.
gan in the summer of 1948 at the
Creative Art Center of Addphi college, where they were codirectors of the Dance Workshop.
Miss Mint is One of the outstanding students of Mary Wigman's famous school in Switzerland.
Brooks. unique in the contemporary field, is a compose: as well
as choreographer and dancer.

TATUM NEVER cared to lead
or play with a big band, although he enjoyed such aggre-

the earth at Rosedale Cemetery, rites can, however, still the mug.:
it was only the flesh and bones that flowed from the heart, mind
of the blind pianist that were be- and fingers of this roly-poly pianing given a private suite amid the ist who died Nov. 5 of uremia in
dust from which he Came.
Queen of Angels hospital in Los
No funeral services or burial Angeles. Art Tatum, "the man,"
is no more; he has passed from
the scene of the living, but his
music could not be taken with
him. That was his legacy to those
who knew him, his friends and admirers, the generations that still
mita follow.
Twenty years from now Art Tatum will be only a legend to most,
but odd as many believe, he was
a legend while he lived. He has
left an indelible
mark on the
Jazz world.
Art Tatum was a native of
Toledo, Ohio, and began his musical career by playing the violin.
At '3 he switched to the piano
and by the time he was 22, he
was considered to be one of the
foremost exponents of jazz.
Tatum was generally conceded
to have the finest technique of any
jazz pianist of his generation, and
many considered his jazz technique
the greatest within memory.
"His technique," wrote a critic
in 1947, "borders on the supernatural." He could toss off runs
at an unbelievable speed, while
carrying out swiftly descending alternatig thirds and fourths.
Although Tatum could not have
ART left an indelible mark on
been compared with classical pianists, because the very nature of
jazz world; to many he %AS
swing is so different, he could have
taught a good lesson to keyboard Perhaps his most monumental
players, classical and popular
achievement was the recording in
alike.
ver1954 of nearly 200 piano
In addition to his technical bril- sions of songs of his own choosliance, Tatum's highly individual ing, all of which were reported
musical style made him the fav- to have been crowded into two or
orite pianist of most jazz musi- three recording sessions. Eleven
cians of his time. Some critics 12-inch long-playing records alfelt that his style incorporated too ready have been issued, and four
gallons as Basic's and Duke El- much from Debussy and other or five more discs are said to be
lington's. He appears above
"classical" composers. But his ad- pending from these sessions alone.
mirers maintained that whatever
with own trio,
Among Tatum's best known reingredients went into his playing, cordings are solo performances of
he always retained the essentials "Tea for Two," and "Sweet Lorof true jazz,
raine," jazz versions of Masse-

DETROIT — When singer Billy the hook because they're tryWilliams gets out of his suit with ing to get that needed rest, but
his present wife, he will trek ' when they received telegrams,
to the altar with Chicago's Doro- they have them sent right up.
Well, it happened in Las Vegas
thy Philpott. Sportscaster Bob
Reynolds definitely in MSC's Clar- where the Count had rehearsed
ence Peaks' corner by stating re- practically all night and about sevgardless of the halfback's in- en o'clock in the morning came a
jury he should still be picked on wire (collect) from comedian
Willie Lewis whom he had just
the All-American team.
Lee's Stub Sensation reminding left in New York stating: Congratme of New York's Leon and Ed- ulations. Count, wish I could be
die's: always a good show with with you. Get your rest."
Our town's Jack Surrell calling
weekly surprises to keep the reguto say. "Just thought I'd tell you
lars coming back for more.
our buddy Art.Tatumpassed away
Since this is the.deer season. I
early Monday of a kidney ailment
often think of the expression by
in Los Angeles." He was 46 years
Count Basie: "There wouldn't be
so many people going hunting if old and besides having a world of
those deer had rifles shooting musical admirers, he was t h e
idol of every name pianist in the
back at them " And would you
business.
This ,of course will be
believe it, in Pearl's bar in Idleild that is exactly what you see rather a shock to Count Basic who
idolized his keyboard artistry.
on one of the walls.
Billy Drew looked so pretty on
Billy Williams reminding me of her birthday
Monday at Ann's
the late Dusty Fletcher omen he that her daughter,
the little lady
strikes into Cie. song, "Yes, this proprietress, nad
to reach in the
is me and I'm in love agatn.- oardrobe and bring
her Sunday's
Dusty big line was. "Yes this is best. What did you
say? What did
me and I'm drunk again . . . Our -Miss Gams" wear?
Whatever it
gal Priscilla Gray - Davis back was. they should have
been slacks.
borne on recuperating.
Melvin Jefferson enjoying the
Dancer El Royce I our town's sounds of the Billy Williams QuarLittle Willie) has been signed to a tet and at the
same time menthree year contract with William tioning that his
Superior Beauty
Morris . . . Count Basic rather and Barber Sdonly
new store is lohappy about coming back here cated at 8831 12th
st.
for the two-da% session for the John White and the
Gotham hotel
Wayne University group who are •.regulars" sending Bill
Walker.
holding a Holiday Carnival at the who is ill out in Encino. Calif.,
State Fair Grounds.
a line or two with a few real
Incidentally Basic was remark-'"notes." A lady remarking. "Wild
ing how some people in show busi- Bill Davis reminds
me of Sammy
ness have to keep their phones off Price."

HOLLYWOOD — Currently ap- association for which she's drawpearing at the swankiest nitespot ing down $35,000, the highest they
here in movieland. Sarah Valighz.) have ever paid any artst to
apvividly recalls the time she play- 1 pear at their yearly event.
The student council of the En- ed here nine
years ago when she
glewood Evening school. 6201 S. was paid $50.
Stewart ave., will pvesent Irving
Now drawing down a 85.000 week
The Magician and company on
Wednesday. Nev. 14 at %p.m.. in Is fee at the world-famous Mocambo, the Divine Sarah first sang
Armstrong hall.
Irving The Magician has appear- here with an intermission ork in
ed before audiences throughout 1947. She used to stand backstage
the country for more than 55 years. and watch the stars crowd into
the dressing room of
headAt present he lives at Spruce
line attraction and vowed then
Shadows, near Bridgman, Mich.
that she would occupy that room
with her name written on the
Police Graduates
door.
Sixt police officers will comTop Hollywood names stand in
plete a three-week course in traf- !line nitely to get ringhide tables
fic law enforcement Friday, Nov. from whch they applaud her flaw9. at the Traffic Institute of North- less talents. She's already been
western university. They came inked for a return engagement
from state municipal police de- In the spring of next season.
partments in '22 states.
When she concludes her date
here she goes to Kansas City for
a week at the Orchid Room and
then to Chicago to Play a One'

a legend. His legacy to
lure was his music,

the Ite.

net's
moresque.
Tatum left
mark on Chicago jazz back in 1936 at the old
Three Deuces on N. State st.,
long vanished in flames. In his
early days here he conducted jam
sessions in which he was the pivot
of a musical maelstrom.
Winner of Downbeat. Esquire,
Metronome and Silver awards,
Art Tatum ruled the realm of
the jazz piano for nearly 20 years,
His music may rule jazz for the
next 20, at least,

Chicago Jazz Product Swinging
Way To Fame At Embers In N. Y.
A latter day product of the Chicago jazz school is fast becoming
site of the favorites in the world
of his music. His name is George
Rhodes and he's a member of
Jonah Jones' lightly swinging
group which has become so popular recently at The Embers in
New York.
Brought up on Chicago's Westside. George developed an early
yen for baseb411, but long before
he indicated any of the keyboard
versatility he now owns, George
would slip -sway from the baseball diamond and tickle the ivories
on the old piano at the Union Park
playground.
It was while he was still in
grammar school that Mrs. Anna
Walker, a discerning music teacher for the Public Parks program.
head him and suggested he take
a few lessons, then available at
the city's expense.
It was a short time after this ments and accompanied her in a
that George flamed his own little wide variety of locations, both
band which became popular at here and abroad. These ranged
neighborhood dances. His idols at from the Cocoanut Grove, Hollythe time were Earl (Father) Hines wood, and the Chez Paree, Chiand Teddy Wilson.
cago, to the CoPa Cabana, New
LOCAL DATES
York, and the Sporting Club and
George was soon playing in small Monte Carlo. as well as other apgroups at local Chicago clubs dur- pearances in Rio de Janeiro, in
ing 1944 and 1945, including the London and on the Riviera. He
riarrick Loungc. the Blue Heaven joined the Jonah Jones quartette
Club and Club DeLisa. Two of his in 1955.
musical compatriots at these spots The tours with Joyce Bryant and
were J. C. Higginbotham and Ben his subsequent joining with Jones'
Webster.
Lil Green, famous blues singer,
heard him at one of these engage- ,
ments and engaged him to be her
accompanist. George went on a
tour with her that ended at the
Apollo theatre in New York. He I
later joined Joyce Bryant as her
accompanist, toured with her for
several years, made her arrange-

Prairie View
Players In
Broadway Hit
PRAIRIE VIEW, Texas — The
Charles Gilpin Prayers of Prairie
View A & M college will present
"Born Yesterday", a three act
comedy by Jerson Kanin. in the
Gymnasium -Auditorium, Nov. 22.
The production is the first in a
series of four major presentations
which are to be presented this
year, James Randolph is director
of the organization and play.
- "Born Yesterday" enjoyed a long
run on Broadway with Judy Holiday and Paul Douglas in the leading roles. Miss Holiday ss the
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences' "Oscar" when she re-created her role as "Billie' in the movie snit ..
The Prairie View cast includes
Claiborne Smothers, Bobbie J o y
Hardeway, Lee Odom, Robert
Parks, Gerald Smith, Alvin Chester, Joe Sandles, ietty Lowe, Barbara
Ceatria Imam

THE KIT KATS are scheduled
to headline the midnight show
Saturday at the Indians theatre, 218 E. 43rd A. Also en

Wars MN ice Penn and Ms

quartette gave him a greater con
his communicative
ception of
powers with audiences of all types,
both here and abroad, and helped him develop a style of his own
to a considerable degree. Thus
George has come up with his new
Groove album, which is his first
solo opportunity to showcase his
fluid and percussive piano artistry. This is the achievement of a
lifetime ambition.
THE NEW AND OLD
On these recordings the six-foot
George is accompanied by a fine
group, and they play a representative collection of popular standards peppered with
some
of
Rhodes' originals. They include
the new arrival, The Tender Trap,
with the Evergreens, It Had To
Be You, Who's Sorry Now. Love
For Sale and Lover Come Back
To Me.
Additional selections in the blues
Nein are those hardy perennials of
the twenties — Baby Won't You
Please Come Home, What Can
I Say, Dear After I Say I'm Sorry.
George's own
originals
are
Young Ideas. Swinging At T h e
Embers and Dino. All these selections swing in t he modern
manner and with a definite touch
that is really real George, the
Chicago boy who has made good.
George is married to Shirley
Vest. daughtar of Rollo S. Vest,
Detroit theatrical agent.

Akron—Tire wear on highway
curves is said to be at least
percent greater than it la u•
straightaways.

1,roe

Tennessee To Meet Florida
In Orange Blossom Game
This long awaited clash between , Both teams are undefeated and
the two top Negro teams in the ,untied in six (seven after Nov. 10)
By ANP
'-a
nation will be played in Miami's games.
As the 1956 football seaspacious Orange Bowl stadium be- BOTH ARE ST.tONG
son reaches its climax, the IgoraiLa 4p,
These two teams have the strong
fore an expected crowd of 50.000.
,da A&M Rattlers and the Tcnnesoffensive machines and the strongI see State Tigers. the only t w o
est defensive walls Negro college
teams with a chance to end the
football has seen in a long time.
.season undefeated and untied, still
According to a recent NCAA rerate lops.
Rilotsa.
lease, the Rattlers ere leading the !
ttlers rate No. 1. They
nation in total offense and are fifth
base not been extended this seain total defense. Tennessee State !
1 son. Saturday thes• will face a very
is fourth in total defense.
! much battered Southern Jaguar
The Tigers have defeated the
Cats. This game used to have
. Rattlers twice in three previous
. great bearing on the mythical na! matches, both victories being !ri
tional championship, but not this
1944 — 12 to 0 in Nashville and
season. Alt hooch these squads are
19 to 6 in Tallahassee. A and M's
bitter rivals, Florda A&M will
lone triunth was a 20 to 18 shave
pnur it on.
in Jacksonville in 1945.
I Tennessee's head coach, Howard
TIGERS RANK SECOND
1
I Gentry. was an All-American tackTennessee State ranks No. 2. It
le under Florida's head mentor,
should have no trouble with the
Jake. Gaither back in 1941.
! Kentucky State Thorobreds this
He will be matching his learn- !
week end. Crandeing will have a
ing against his old teacher and !
rugged test in Bluefield one of the
trying to knock his alma meter ;
hest in a somee hat weak (AAA.
trains for his coming heavySTEADY BEAT — Archie
from the ranks of the unbeaten
Grambling last year's national ;
weight title bout in Chicago
Moore,
chem.
light-heavyweight
and untied elevens. Gaither will be
champions, has moved up to No.
stadium, Fulda) night. Nov.
trying to continue his winning hab- pion, pounds out a steady beat
:1. Bluefield ranks 11th. (Si-ambling
:in. His oisponent will be Floyd
its,
on the punching bag in ('hit-a'
win.
Patterson. former Olympic
HAVE POWERFUL LINES
• go's Midwest gymnasium as he
shouldDelaware State. beaten only in
champion.
Both Tennessee and FAMU have
au interracial game this season,
strong lines and steady backfields
ranks fifth. It faces St. Augustine.
Florida has one of th., fastest and M
whipped once this season, but not
the most powerful set of backs
S rated. Delaware State vvill win.
in the country. The Rattlers have
Nlaryland State's smewhat de- RUGGED TACKLE — Erotry
face the undefeated Florida A
two All-American halfbacks in 1- 'dated hawks still rate the No. 6 Fuller, rugged Southern univer& M Rattlers in Raton Rouge,
•
•
•
lie Galimore and Al Frazier.
spot. Thes• play Shaw in the Bears'
La. Fuller has been a tosser ol
Frazier has scored 12 touchhomecoming, hut still should win. sity tackle, will be one of the
strength for the Cats through; downs and kicked Hi PAT's for a
Jaguar Cats' strong men in
Texas Southern, almost forgotout a season that has not been
remarkable mid-season total of 88
'
ten.
is
the
No.
4
should
team.
TSU
too bright.
Archibald (The Old !Mongoose), Moore, 40, display the same pow
points. Calimore has pled
p
up 499
-!'have no trouble with Arkansas AM
N•ards rushing for an average of Moore, has established his official I atilt physique. From neck to
training headquarters in the Mid'' waist you can't tell them apart, and N. Others in thhe baker's
9.99 yards per carry.
dozen rank is follows: Bethune Scout reports show that the Tig- west hotel in Chicago. and is west- though the old fighter's shoulders
I
ing
no
time
whipping
himself into and biceps are slightly larger. ! Cookmare Jackson, Mississippi Voefts have a fleet of backs, depth, a '
l eational, South Carolina State,
strong line, and will hit you from top connition for his championshp TO CR E LI•:SSONS
• Central State and Allen. St ill
bout with young Floyd Patterson! ,
in the air or on the ground.
Archie has refused thus far to hopeful for a rating is Dillard. un_
; in Chicago Stadium. Nov. 30.
disclose his strategy in fighting beaten against minor competition.
' The fistic argument will reprePatterson. hut has already stated WILDCATS (ET NOD
sent Chicago's first heavyweight tiI1
emphatically that he'll give Floyd
Bethune-Cookman and Allen will
Ile fight since May 16. 1952 when
By JOHN HOWARD
! college in Memphis, Tenn. and is
an expert lesson in boxing for meet in one of the big games
of
Rocky Mareiano belted out Jersey
which, as Archie puts it, "Ii e the week Both
a former All-American football
teams are angling
Joe Walcott in one chukker.
PINE BLUFF, Ark. — Leroy
player. He received his MA degree
should he very grateful to me." • for higher ratings with
Bethune - Moose, head football coach and
.
HAS TWO SPARMATES
from
This is a new experience for Cookman rating the nod. Central basketball coach at Arkansas AM York.Columbia university in New
Moore. accompanied by manag1
Moore. lie has known Inc hard State plays rns interracial I i I t Si N college, has resigned his po•
e Charlie Johnston an sparrnates
Spearman, !n an Interview this
I WASHINGTON — Miss Dorothy i Clinton Bacon and Johnny Biggins. life. Reform school. Fighting for, against Findlay and gets the Hod- sition here at the college effective
week expressed his desire for full
' I. Height, grand president of Del- i made plans te open his Chicago,, a S3 watch, hiding the rods. The die's loyalty. Mississippi Vocation- lNov. 18. Moore will become head
cooperation of all high school
old CCC camps.
' ta Sigma Theta sorority. Inc., has phase of training. Biggins. a
al should wallop a weak Lane basketball coach at Prairie View
rough
coaches in the state, the alummade me bitter,I squad. Jackson takes on a rugged college, Prairie View, Texas. tally
announced that the 24th National heavyweight from Detroit,
The' ni and friends of the
Mich , 1 "
h
h.h,asn't
institution.
Convention of the 43-year-old worn- has a style similar
squadd and could
Id bannouncement
e upset. annou
was made officially
to that of Pat-I / oug ' says Moore. Sometimes Wiley
"I feel if we can attract the
en's society will be held in DeId
i
it
seemed
climb
iluddleesticks
with
Jackson.
out
one
The
of
this
week
by
college
president,
Dr.
1 terson.
best athletes from the high schools
trod, Dec. 26-30.
hole just in time to fall into anoth- ,
For CIAA fans it looks like Win- Lawrence A. Davis.
in Arkansas and receive full coopThe Sheraton-Cadillae hotel will . Moore started his raining last er hole. But I thank God because elon- Salem over St. Paul's and
Dr. Davis, in making the an- ! eration from the coaches, we can
he the convention headquarters and Wednesday, working two rounds on lie has given me the strength to Johnson C Smith over Fayetteville nouncement. added that
Charles build a strong athletic progrant
the expected 1,000 delegates and the hag and topes, and then box- carry one,
! In the SIAC' Knoxville will take Bo Spearman, head line coach !
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Ile
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this
provisiting sorors will be housed there
! elabama A&M and Fisk will tip for the past six years and base!during the next few years," Spears
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Morehouse.
ball coach for the past three years man stated. Emphasis will be
number of rounds he'll box.
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Moore
placed on attracting the best athin
I the U. S. and the Republic of
topping Arkansas Baptist. Al- football coach. H. 0. Clernmons
, letes in Arkansas, Spearman said.
Haiti will be represented in the terviewed by reporter.. When askcorn ripping Tougaloo, Elizabeth football and basketball coach at
deliberations of this session of ed about his prediction for the
points to what happened in the
THIS IS EASY — Issac I.ogart
City edging Norfolk State, Living- Merrill High school in Pine Bluff,
outcome
of
the
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Archie said.
the grand chapter.
sesenth round. The referee
(left) looks with disdain on his
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basketball
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opponent. Clarence "Duke"
ng Okolona and Claflin stopping coach a t A st&N next week.
''I predict that there wil he a
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the decision to Logart on a
Harris, Detroit welterweight.
Savanah State,
Coach Moore's Golden Lions have
The longest touchdown run In sellout for the fight and that it en
technical knockout. (Defender
Harris was short with a right
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will
go
15
Clarence Peaks' brilliant threephoto by Lyles)
In the first round, and this
the 1956 season and these games Scott Allen, pastor
Central
Floyd Patterson, 19, and Archie
year Michigan State career — 93
will be played cnder the direction Methodist cherch, Atlanta, was
yards in the 1956 Notre Dame
of Moore. He will leave immediate- elected editor of the Central Chris.
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Moore came to A lti&N's coachHe succeeds Dr. Prince A. Tar.
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coach his teams made of the denomination last June.
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,
Washington
Park.
Moore, whose home is San Diego, Illinois Athletic commission, uhf- to go on despite the fact that Durwas battered by lefts NO rights.
The Eagles, currently- holding! games SD.;yards in 131 rushes.
Calif., to grab all the publicity. fered on one question — the mat- rell was on the floor after the count
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in
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Greater
Chi*ot exactly a "hog" for it. He is ter of the fight ending in a draw. off "10" in the first round.
cago league were sparked by the swift-running sophomore half- ' staggering Harris with a stiff left
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fact that in other
ought Rocky
setup for Moore regardless of what
carried the ball 96 yards with a rain of punches to the head
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gained 383 yards,
I and Referee Walter Brightmore
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terliag qualities is his geniality. ing to our rules," he said in an- if these count for anything.
Moore
...
! on cards scored by the referee and. Australia, Noy. 22. Nell Jackson Evelyn Lawler, Miss Mary Mc•
to is quite likely to find himself in Wayland Johnson, Kenneth Smith,i games.
le is well met. One feels right at Fwer to Mr. Gibson. According
the running was Dick Judges Ben Frankel and Motile will be cast in a rather unique Nabb. Carrying the colors for the
ome in his company. No airs — Mr. Moore, whose mail from Eng- for a tough and interesting eve- Eugene Wilcher. and Ted Rudd. Tenth in
.
Bass. College of Pacific outstand- mattes. Logart weighed 148 and role. She will become the first school in the 1956 Olympics will
composed
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Eagles,
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us( a bit polished. Yet, he is able land is add-essed to him as rung on the night of Friday, Nov.
of former high school and college mg halfback, with a 7-game pro- ItagetasIste.
member of an American women's be Miss Mildred MeDaniels, a setto fall right in line with the sport "lion. Archie Moore, Esquire'", the 30.
players, meet the league-leading duction of 544 yards in 89 carries,
team ever to come back a n d ior student in physical educealtogether
writers and the fight promoters' question of a draw is
Patterson arrived Sunday a n d Chicago Hornets at Horner Park. Abe Woodson, the Illinois half- A total of 561,240 fans saw Mich- coach at the games.
tion. The Atlanta, Ga. girl is the
ublicity men.
F"
e instanc, when he arrived. other time, because, as to his way will lake up training at the Sports-1 The Eagles are coached by Bill back, had exactly the same yard- igan State's 1935 football team
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man Park race track.
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Jackson's athletic career, which event.
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we.gt where he is doing his train- other than remembering he injurpointed to membership on the U.
Central State college Maraud'nnee Archie was quizzed about his ed his hands which caused the
S. Olympic Committee, succeeding
era will bring their grid foots
eavy beard "That will he shav- scheduled fight to be set back. Pather former mentor, the late faball ,,chedule to a close when
off before his "Mrs.- arrives terson drew a first round bye in
mous coach Cleve L. Abbott of they
meet the Findlay college
'n• Chicago on Nov. 27 — just the Olympics in Helsinki in 1952.
Tuskegee institute.
Oilers et Findlay. Ohio on Nov.
hree days before he promises to In the second sound bouts, he won
It was while Miss Jackson was 17.
bow Floyd Patterson a few fun- over 0. Tebbbaka of France on
Coach "Country" Lewis' boys
a member of the institute that she
damentals about fighting."
points. In the third round bouts.
have had two week ends off.
completed in the 1948 Olympic in
Now, Mr. Patterson, 1953 Olym- Patterson knocked out L. Jarsen
London, England. Later in 1951, and this may prove to be a hardchampion, and of Netherland: in the first stanza.
Ic
she took part in the Pan-American ship in meeting the powerful
r. Moore, world light heavy- In the semifinals. Floyd beat S.
400-meter relay team, which rep- Findlay team, who have already
hampion, meet in t he Chicago Sjolin of Sweden when the
established themselves as * runresented the U. S.
'tedium on Friday night, Nov. 30. ter was disqualified in the third
ner up in the Mid-Ohki conMiss Jackson graduated from
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by
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knocking out
in 1951. Since then she a consecutive winning
the world
streak of
! has gone on to tarn a master of
Since 1952. Mr. Patterson h a s V. Tita of Rumania in the first
five, while defeating their oppongrown up to the heavyweight di round.
science degree from Springfield ents by impressive scores, but
Since turning pro. Patterson's
vision. Mr Moore will vacate his
college, and in 1955 was a schol- have dropped the last two outworld light heavyweight champion- best fights were not in Madison
ar at the University of Oslo. Nor- ings.
shiWoviding he wins on Nov. 30. Square Garden or to the TV audway, on a scholarship provided by
The Marauders will go Into
the Norwegian Government a n d the game at full strength, but
WIM he is confident that he will iencee but never-the-less he proved
the James Fund of New York.
be able to do 110. However, Mr. to be a tartar. Fans recall that ,
Lewis hopes to use all of his
Patterson stoutly declares that he night in San Francisco when he
Although the Institute has giv- freshmen. Creshinsi halfback.
will have much to say about the flattened Dave Whitlock, no. 9
en the track world many outstand- Vernon Brown, of Warren, Ohio,
•sow nos nAttlitS IY5D1C47C. I,%ROL& 1110113 rtlf vs!.
outcome. In the meantime. Tru- ranking contender, in t he third 1
ing athletes. none has before won is expected to carry the weight
"Notice how the tie and handkerchief match
PI
don't
like
boys. Tell me one where the DRAGON wins."
man Gibson. jr., secretary of the rind. Also his first round kayo
the distinction accorded Miss In the offensive attack.
club, and of CalBrad, a hard punch'
Bo
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, •ther Tuake es
TALLAHASSEE — The Florida
A & M university Rattlers will
meet the Tennessee State university Tigers in the 24th annual Orfogs Blossom Classic on Dec. 1.
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St. Augustine Wins Crown
Orange Blossom Classic-Bound Al
Blasts Akorn In Buff City Tilt

drive and thrill the 5,000 Bluff City demoralizing Alcorn. With t h e after Center Johnson blocked AlClassic turnout. Taking the ball on Braves backed up against their corn's attempt to punt. First-year
By ALEXANDER DELOACH, JR.
MEMPHIS —(Melrose Stadium) :heir own 10, Tennessee's Mr. In- goal line, End Charles Walker
fullback Charles Steel bulled his
Classic
bound
Blossom
Orange
—
The Thunderbolts from St. Auside and Mr. Outside scurried for smoothed Alcorn's McGee for a way 22 yards for the game's final
Tennessee State steam-rolled over three first downs, moving the ball safety and
gustine High school crushed Maon the MO from the score.
the Alcorn Braves 524 u Tiger to their 44. Quarterback B 0 b 20, Freshman Tiger ackle, Ben- THE STATISTICS
nassas High 27 to 0 in Melrose
halfback Fay Mitchell gave the "Fancy Dan" Crawford passed to nie Clay, blocked Alcorn's punt and
stadium last Thursday night to
The Tigers' iron-curtain f o
Bluff City Classic fans a whirling End Taylor on 4Icorn's 35, Taylor recovered the ball in the end zone ward wall stubbornly yielded
Al- wrap up the 1956 city championdervish show of broken field run- latteraled to Mable who rambled for the fourth TD in the third corn only 48 yards on the grour..' ship and an undefeated season.
ning by scoring two touchdowns 33• yards to pay dirt.
stanza.
Led by Capt. James Buford and
Coach W. P. Porter's charges
while picking up 96 yards in seven MITCHELL AGAIN
Tennessee's undefeated Tigers hard hitting tickle Charles Gavin, had stopped Booker T. Washingcarries. All - Conference Mitchell Mitchell again brought the fans picked up two more TDs and a Gentry's fast charging fine blast- ton, 14-0; beaten defending
chamwaltzed off with the 1956 Classic's to their feet with a 42-yard bit of safety in the final period. Tackle ed holes for the Tigers to pick, pion
Melrose High, 13-12; Douglass
Most Valuable Player selection. broken running for his second Willie Cooley recovered a blocked 20 first downs. In the air, the Tig- 20 to
7, and Hamilton, 20-7.
It was the undefeated Tigers sev- score of the evening, completely punt in the end zone for a TD up 322 yards on the gr.,und and
Augustine
came up with what
St.
enth straight victory.
ers found targets for eight of 22
proved to be enough points sOOD
passes for 148 yards. Alcorn hit
Coach Howard C. Gentry's jetafter the game began. A Man10 of 6 attempts for 104.
like Titers got off to a slow start
assas fumble on its own five gave
but foibd the range in the second
the ball to St. Augustine and Quarhalf to blast the Mississippi Braves
terback Grant Ward passed out to
seven touchdowns and two saferight end Thomas Donald for
ties in the second half. The Alcorn
the touchdown. Left half Willie
The Third Annual WDIA Grid- himself and one of the top perlads knotted the score at 64; in
Denton crashed oVer for the exthe second quarter and held the iron Greatest- Award- will again be I sonalities of radio Station W. D.
tra point.
Tigers scoreless for the remainwho will accompany him on
made this year to outstanding prepi I. A.
In the second quarter the Thunder of that period.
the trip.
iootball player to be selected from
derbolts
recovered another Tiger
The winner of this award will
MITCHELL'S FIRST
fumble on the Manassas 24.
the six Memphis Negro schools. stay in the same hotel as the proI The Gentry-coached Tigers drew The selection of this player symDr. D. F. Martinez president' Willie Garrett raced to the 16
first blood late in the first guar- bolizes the outstanding high school fessional football players and will of Johnson Institute Junior
col- and a 15-yard penalty against Mameet
will
He
them.
get
meet
to
ter when Quarterback Wilbur Sues- Negro football player in the City
lege Batesville Miss, has been nassas moved the ball to the one.
National
officials
of
Footthe
the
berry, who connected for ninety
The gridiron Greatest honor
invited to attend the inauguration Denton went over left guard for
• yards hitting five of seven throws, goes to the football player who ball League and see the historical of Warmoutb T. Gibbs
as presi- the score. The try for the extra
showplaces
city
which
in
of
the
bit two quick targets. Dayton - has also met the standards of the
dent of A & T College, Greens- was no good.
born Suesberry hit End Napoleon WDIA Gridiron Great Require- I the championship football game is boro, N. C.
1341 AT HALF
played.
Holmes for a six yarder and Don ments.
Dr. Martinez and Dr. Gibbs are
WATCH, TOO
The Thunderbolts left the field
Taylor for a 43-yarder that placed
These requirements state that a
The World Championship Foot- old friends. Both went to A & T with a 13-0 lead.
the ball on the 11-yard stripe. Whirplayer must have an outstand- ball game will be played on Sun- college at the same time with
ling dervish speedster Mitchell racThings appeared to be opening
studies. day, Dec. 30, in the home city of Dr. Martinez serving as head of
ed over from the 11 for the game's I ing record in classroom
up
for the Tigers in the third
the
department
extra-curricular and all activ- the team which wins the Eastern
of Business Adfirst score
ities of the school. He must dis- Conference championship. T h e ministration and Dr. Gibbs as quarter as the Manassas chargers
' Alcorn scored in the second on
blocked Fullback Johnny Jones'
play good sportsmanship and good Eastern Conference teams and -professor of science.
I pass from Buford McGee to J. ,
gridiron and also ! their cities are: Chicago Cardinals, That was back in 1928-'29 when kick on the Thunderbolts 10.
teamwork
on
the
T. Henderson.
Tiger Quarterback Marvin
Opening the second half, Coach be popular with the student body.'1 the Pittsburgh Steelers and the the school was an all boys insti- Brown sent Fullback
Curtis Rene
tution. Dr. Gibbs and Dr. MartiWashington Redskins.
Gentry's center Henry Johnson in- PRO GRID SERIES
, through the line to the seven. RobGridiron
WDIA
Greatest
of
Mr.
nez
aided
in
Gridiron
Mr.
making
Greatest
will
also
the college ert
tercepted an Alcorn pass on the
Gentry crashed down to the
Mississippian's 24. Gentry's touch- 1956 will receive an expense paid receive a fine, handsomely styled co-educational.
three. Manassas found itself on
down twins Percy Hines and Jes- trip to see the World Series of Benrus precision wrist watch with
I the one on fourth down. There the
se Wilburn and Lee Hines and Jes- professional football — the 1956 his name engraved on it. He will HAD
1 Thunderbolts rose up in mighty
GOOD RECORD
ed the ball to the 2. Derricks, play- football championship game to be be presented, along with t h e.
defiance and when Billie Phillips
ing at fullback plunged over for played between the winner of the Gridiron Greats, on stage at El- Prior to its first undefeated footcame charging in for the score
professional
Eastern
Western
and
lis auditorium during intermission ball season in 1912, Michigan
the score.
State tackle Otis Harris and guard Joe
' Veteran guard Thomas Mable football divisions of the National of the 1956 WDIA Goodwill Re- compiled
consecutive
won-lost Brown were in his way.
Chalked up Tennessee third TD to Football League, will provide Mr. vue. Friday night, Dec. 7, in Mem- marks of 9-1 (1909).
6-1 (1910), 5-1
But they still weren't out of
cap the year's longest sustained Gridiron Greatest with a ticket for phis.
•(1911), and 7-1 (1912).
trouble. Jones got off a short kick
that settled down at the 23.
After Manassas fought down to
the 16, Gentry ripped off a nice
run down to the nine. Rene carried to the four. Here, a 15-yard
penalty washed away the Tigers'
TD hopes.
In the fourth quarter Denton intercepted one of Quarterback
Brown's passes and traveled 50
yards for a TD. George Burnett
went over for the extra point.
The ninth Annual Orange Mound ed featuring live mannequins Vance and disband at Lauderdale. providing group care for Negro ROOKIE SCORES
Nursery Bowl football classic will showing the very latest fashions. There, a motorcade will form and childen under school age.
A few plays later left end TomThe
be held Wednesday night, Nov. 21, The parade will start at 7 p.m. proceed to Orange Mound for pre- board of directors of the nurs- my Lawsche came into the Thunat Melrose stadium. A special at the foot of Beale st. and pro- game ceremonies at the stadium. ery is composed of Negro
and derbolts' lineup for what was his
half time show will be present- ceed down Beale to Wellington to
debut in league competition, and
The featured teams in the clas- white members.
Grant Ward lost no time in maksic this year will be Melrose of THE CONTESTANTS
ing it a big night for him by conMemphis and the unbeaten. unContestants in the senior divisnecting on a pass in the end
tied team from W. A. Higgins High ion
are: Lavetta Glover, Melrose zone, good for the
last score.
school at Clarksdale. Miss.
school; Aloce Thompson, Geeter
Jonee' went over for the extra
Coach Issac Watts' team, cham- school; Mrs. Herma Lee Snow, of
point to wrap up the scoring and
pions of North Mississippi, is ex- the W. M. Homemakers club;
the title.
pected to meet tough competition Claudia Marie Ivy, Douglas
in Melrose, a team that has lost school; Miss Denise Rochelle;
just one game in the last 48 play- Emma Lee Harris, Melrose
A Danish post office clerk, Einar
ed and that by one point.
school; Dora Cursey. Melrose Holboell, first had the idea of sellCONTESTANTS, PRIZES
school; Margaret Woods, Elaine ing a special Christmas Seal to
raise money for the sick and
Winners in the Nursery Bowl - Elbert, Hyde Park school.
contest will be liresented and gate
Junior division include Ulysses needy. The world's first Christmas
prizes will be awarded. Contest- Nesbitt. jr., Patricia Ann Jubert Seal Sale was held in Denmark
in 1904.
ants have been working for sev- and Willie Lee Woods.
eral weeks.
CHARITY BOWL
•
BEST GIFT IDEA OF THE SEASON I
The Orange Mound Civic club
. presents this classic each year
YOUR CHOICE OF FAMOUS LIQUORS IN
for the benefit of the . Orange
Mound nursery, located on the cor
tier of Grand and Saratoga sts..
in Orange Mound.
Gate prizes are: a $500 war
bond. Servell home freezer, SerMATCHED SET DECANTtion to grace every home. The
vel ice maker. ABC washer, AmaERS, a brand new idea in
brand labels for Rittenhouse
na at r conditioner a suit made
holiday liquor packaging, have
Rye. Philadelphia Blend. Old
to order by Paul's Tailoring co.,
been unveiled by Publicker
Club, Dixie Belle Gin and Caand portable Hoffman television
Distillers Products, Inc. Prevalier Vodka are pressure-senset. .
sented in artistically-designed
sitive and easily lift off. GenTicket stubs will he drawn at
bottles, decorated in 1.4 carat
eric labels of heavily-embossthe stadium in plain view for
gold: the matched decanters
ed gold, remain permanently
everyone to see. Prizes for the
are truly a vear•round decora•
on bottle.
conies.t winners' include a suit
, made to measure by Buffington
I Tailoring co and wardrobes from
Julius Lewis,
Robert Wright. promoter, wishes to thark the ihany friends who
has e contributed to the projeci
through the years.
Lxcept tor the a,,t,ent-inuided
tites and sha
The Orange Mound nursery ha e
a maximum capacity of 40 habit/
professor who is undisturbed by us with for so long.
Each decanter carries a per- The annual needs for operation i•
mis-mated shoes, most of us
manent label identifying its con- approximately S7.500. Few moth
like a certain amount of ordertents: gin, vodka, rye. bourbon ers are able to pay fees of an:,
liness in the things around us.
Choose from a variety of America's finest liquors
and whiskey. Publicker's o v n consequence and take care of the
No extra charge for decanter
Our esthetic
..emands that brand names (Dixie Belle Gin. other family maintenance, y e
BOURBON • RYE
our earrings match, that our ta- Cavalier Vodk a. Rittenhouse they must go out and work TheGIN • WHISKY
bles be set with dishes of the samc Rye. 0 I d Hickory. Bourbon. churches and Orange Mound civic
and
pattern, and that our furniture be ! Embassy Club F. in e. Whiskey club provides about one third of
CAVALIER VODKA
coordinated in line and color t-en and Philadelphia Blend) are the annual budget.
The balance must come from
If it doesn't exactlyfollow the on removable labels so that the
•Tr•Oernerle
decanters can stay in use lung intnrested fellow citizens. Hence
same design.
Rta
lhant,
Matched
Decanters.
ideanew
gift
Set
after the original contents are the Nursery Bowl classic was beAnd $.shoever savos one glove
hoose from America's finest liquors iritthe same unique decanter.
gone.
gun. Through this project all the
after its mate is lost?
Ingenious- the brand label lifts off, leaving a golden plaque
The
hostess
friends
with
the
and
well
matched
wishers
giv•
are
One way in which the perfect
marked Bourbon, Rye. Whisky. Vodka or Gin.
hostess reflects her own good taste pearls now can fill her matching . en an opportunity to contribute
Give
your friends a Christmas starter of one or two decanters.
glasses
with
potables from match- I. is a hi-racial project fostering
is by achiL :n the .vell-matched
Or,for the magnificent gift-a complete set!
ing
decanters.
stood
inter
-racial
understanding,.
look in party accessories. And
one of the nations largest distillthe great Americun Vodka
ers has come to her aid by helping le-r match up the bottles on
her
if table.
in the new
ei,
Publicker Distillers
-Nets is
CAVALIER VODKA DECANTER
bottling its alcoholic beverage in
103 PROOF
no-deposit,
mart Matched Set '?canters that
eurn
quarter-po •"1 be le
make up a five-piece unit design113 Plorl —81Sli(11.0 1105 afAtilltAN ;RAIN • C0Nat400.1 011111111 CNPOUPON • MPLAWIPlita, PA.
ed to replace the bodge-podge of
By EARL S. CLANTON III
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Undefeated
Team Beats
Manassas

Mr. Gridiron Greatest
To See Top Pro Match

Dr. Martinez
Going To A&T
Inauguration

Melrose To Meet Undefeated Team
from Clarksdale In Nursery Bowl

Bennie Thomas, a Mempli- Mrs
Thomas of 2152 Curry.
youth and graduate of Tri-State
Tli. oung heavy ;ihts urt' r
Boxing Tournament , now fight- the nickname of -Archway Brute."
ing professionally and is con‘i
taken after the famot South • le
ered by the experts to be a real cafe of the same name. His manheavy threat.
ager is the famous Harold "KillNow fighting out of ChiNigo'er" Johnson who also managed
young Thomas has had 24 prcfes- Sugar Ray and is the owner of
sional bouts in Chicago, Milwau- the "Archway.' Thomas also
kee, St. Louis and New York. All had many kind words for Prof.
of these
is were with ranking Harry T. Cashi inspiratioa for and
heavyweights and Benny has lost director of the Tri-S te Boxing
only five. His most recent fight ; Tournament and says one of his
was a 10 round go with Jules "- greatest ambitions is to fight here
derious of Havana, Cuba and end- in his own home towL.
ed in a draw.
Before turning pro. Benny Thomas was lightheavy champ at Fort
Eustice, Va., and army champ.
Port Whitey, Al,ska champ and
all-Alaska champ. He won the
Golden Gloves sectional heavy•
weight championship at Chicago TALLAHASSE — D. C. Coiling.
ton, director of information servin 1952.
BENNIE THOMAS
ices (both sports and general) at
MOTHER STILL HERE
Thomas attended 11:, de Park and Florida A & M eniversity, has be
Almost half of the newly repot '- I Douglass High schools
here in named a charter member of
ed eases of tuberculosis are i Memphis before being
called to ac- U. S. Basketball Writers assoc among people over 45 years of age.. tive duty in 1950. His
mother is lion.

FAM-U Publicists
On Cage Grid

WHITE S1DEW
RE Goodrich

Your Tire Purcitas•

ONlY

•. .44

CHECK TOUR SIZE AND PRICE
White Skiewell
4.00.11'
6.7011r

'6"
:8ss

7.1tor

$911

As Low As $1°' DOWN
up to 6 months to pay
NEW
HELP
BliND
TIRE
Guarantee BLIND V.ME NOV.30
TAKEk

730*i
6.44111'

r

8.00.11°

$102
'

'10"
91"

SCHUTZ,
•

"

CAVALIER VODKA
$4.99 4/5 qt.

TIME
TO

Sp,so,rd

CL,b,

ShAv Co.^S

Expert
. . ,. -.v- N'

Brake Relining
Wheel Alignment
Work Guaranteed

EE,

BRAKEs Arieenom

ONLY 10% DOWN UP TO 6 MONTHS TO PAY!

PORTABLE FILE
eclat
$199
USUAL $298
VALLI,
•,Pbseiwily

Party Accessories Give
'Well - Matched' Look

SEE
YOUR
DEALER
TODAY

NEW TREADS

SAVE 50% On

Be Safed-Buy four

Matched Set Decanters

FULL GLASSES OF BEER

-AL

ANOTHER

QUALITY
SPECIAL
PURCHASE
• Available in GREEN,GREY or COPPER

•Cloutpleis vollIt &WIN
•Wool kiredPdalba
•Brea Iliverirlp WWI
•koptispid with bTe
.arid key
•irx_rx
x_51
/
2
"

FOR HOME • FOR OFFICE • EASY TO CARRY

PLENTY of FREE PARKING SPACE
JOIN THE SAFE DRIVER LEAGUE

B.EGoodrich)B.EGoodrich
'HST IN NUIINt
—
—

39 Vance at Second . . . . Phone JA 5-8411

•

'Stork Stops
Beni At John Gaston Hospital: INOVEMBE1I 7, OH
!gins. of 2967 Alcorn.
The lives of four famous perNOVT —BER 3. 956
District Four NisA advisors met
Anthony Crit Young. a son, to
Michael Ricardo Perkins, a son,
sons from widely diverse walks of
Loney Liner, a daughter, to Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Willie L. Young, of to Mr and Mrs. Levon Perkins. at the Lauderdale High s choot
life and the anniversary of an hisand Mrs. Jeff Liner, of 578 Bow- 112 Exchange.
of 1327 S. Main.
Tuesday afternoon to complete retoric event currently in the news,
dre.
Paula Made Perkins, a daugh- Larry Frederick, a son, to Mr. ports and records of presious acwill be highlighted by Normal
Imogene Ves-sy, a daughter, to ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Howard E. an Mrs. Lee Frederick, of 888 tivities and planning for the Lead
Latham.
Ross on WBKB's 'This Is The
Mr. and Mrs. George Veazey, of Perkins. of 563 Buntyrs
ership Conference which was set
Michelle
Carol
Cannon, a
Mary Cotton, a daughter. to Mr. for Dec. 3 at Carver H i g h,
Day", Monday through Friday dur458 Hazelwood.
ing the week of Nov. 12-16.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Arstine and Mrs. Hurria Cotton, of 338 Brownsville, Tenn.
'Dixie Mall.
The persons and anniversaries
Edward Pertee, of 115 W. Per. Cannon, of 990 Poplar.
plantation) by sundown." (WI.
CAIlle to their rescue alter an
MR. AND MRS. ED MUNN
The following instructors were
r Louis
Edward Henry. a son, present:- William Vasser and Mr. pose in front of their new.
to be commemorated that week
son.
, Angelo Humphrey, a son, to Mr.'
arkansas plantation owner orthers Photo)
are as follows:
Sharon Delaine Pratcher, a ! and Mrs. Sidney Humphrey, of 1198 to Mr. and Sirs. Taford Henry. Garrett, Fayette County Training
home. 'rhe Veterans Benefit
dered them to "Get off (the
of 3688 Moore rd.
Sun Yat-sen. leader of the Chi.
daughter. to Mr. and Mrs. Rob- 1 Wsakley.
school. Somersville, Tenn.: James
nese revolution of 1911. who was
art Pratcher, of 1197 Vollentine. ! Tryan Ann Gaines, a daughter,' Carolyn Ann Powell, a daugh- • Ashworth and James Stewart, Carter, to Mr, and Mrs. Herber. Powborn on this date in 1866;
Reginald Earnest Reyes, a sm. , to Mr. and Mrs. Otis H. Gaines, ell.High,Brownsville,
of 2568 D Donald rd.
The late comedian Fred Allen,
to Mr. and Mrs. Dan Hayes, of of 736 Polk.
High
Douglas
Junior
Giles.
odore
s
Debra Ann Pugh, a daughter,
whose autobiography, "Much Ado
2332 Eldridge.
Hit)
Moore,
Frizer
school;
Melvin
A daughter, to Mr. and Mr;.
About Me" will be published 011
ryan Keith Rivers, a son, to Richard Tuggle, of 1588 Hugenot. to Mr. and Mrs William D. Pugh' school. Covington, Tenn.; G. It
of 876 LeMovne Mall.
this date;
.
. and Mrs. Tom A. Rivers, of
Robert Williams. a son, to Mr. Robert Lee Tyms. a
Lauderdale High school.
son. to Mr.
17 Hunter.
and Mrs. Emeals Williams, of 374 and Mrs. Josh Tyms,
James Stewzrt, chairman of the
of 145 BelJo Anne Wilkerson, a daugh- Wellington,
presided over the meetdistrict,
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert P. A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Roe D. moat.
'Get ,,It my; plantation by sunBy T. J. JOHNstiN
NEW YORK — (INS) — Charley
Catherine Clair Parker, a daugh. ing. The following visitors were
Wilkerson, of 345 Boston
town
Dixie
rd.
Goodman, of 233
present:
Johnston,
manager of feather
ter,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ben
Parker,
day
Thomas Andrew Graham, Jr., a
The field was white and the
NOVEMBER 8, 1958
• James Lemons, vocational Agri- was hot. The vertical rays of the! BENEFIT MEMBERS
of 370 Lauderdale.
son, to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A.
v.vight
champ
Sandy Saddler, has
Lorettha Leatherwood, .a .daughAnthony Reed, a son, to Mr. cultural teacher, Fayetteville. Ten- noondaysun focused upon t h e' veteraa IS.1 Munn ot the first been ordered to tell the New York
Graham, of 235 Turley.
ter. to Mr. and Mrs. William C. and Mrs. Clarence Reed, of 5701 nessee. Mr. Lemons was formerNegra World War ilIld his %sate, Clara, slate boxing commission when his
Debra Ann Sisson. a daughter. Leatherwood, of 1269 Tunstall.
i ly of Covington. Tenn. Ile has, backs of a score or more of
1 Brown Mall.
to Mr. and Mrs. Albert Siszon, of
the menriters of Veterans Bem•td, Inc. iitleholder will next be able to
picking
cotton
across
tenants
or
,
Frank Preston Garrett, a son, A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs made a record as a go getter
we re caght
u
in the strike, They defend his crown.
196 Goodloe.
river in Arkansas
•
to Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Garrett, Elmer L. Beamon, of 757 loka.
hard worker and he has beeome I
had no money --- eowhere to .s.to
There is • reason why people
NOVEMBER 4, 1956
pressure
01
the
by
Overcome
Commissioner
Julius
Helfand
i of 2291 Lena Lane.
known
for
his
outstanding
work
Linda
Joanne Greams, a daugh'Hu, wife finalls- suggested. -Why ,
Curtis McMillan, a son, to Mr. Nadine Lee. a daughter, to Mr.
said that if Johnston does not pro- like to do businets with as. It
the Korean fonflict cried out. "W i• '
don't you call Veterans Benefit?" •
and Mrs. Earl McMillan, of 6241 and Mrs. William T. Lee, of 2392 ter. to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph and achievements as a Vocation- ain't getting e
,
'
pic
kin
g
for
enough
the proper assurances next is our prompt, friendly serelee.
Greams, of 2768 Thrush.
at Agricultural Teacher with speIle did :mil as if by dispatch Ma- tide
.
McKinley.
they
strike.
And
Saratoga.
Let's
riday,
then Saddler himself will coin.**** treatment end desire
cotton.
this
:
Beatrice Davis, a daughter. to cial emphasis on Adult Farmers
ce() Burnett, manager of VeteraOs
Alfred Chambers. a son. to Mr. Shirley Diane Kilpatrick. a
,
•
to help you.
be
called
in for a thorough exam
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Davis, of 2603 and OSYA Program several yeats ' did.
Benefit. Inc., was on the scene'
,'n•
and Mrs. Leroy Chambers, of 1462 daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Bishop
.
.
iiiat ion.
.
.
Open Thursday Nights
Carnes.
_
ago.
He
brought
greetings
from
with his car. Ile brought the coil
May st.
Kilpatrick, of 1679 Ragsn.
; ton-patch tilled with Negro cotton - lilt' to Memphis
Tony Earl Smith. a son, to Mr. Middle'Tennessee.
Saddler has not defended his
Until 8 P. M.
temporards
and
Beverly Delois Pressley, a
con.; pickers was somettueg new in Dix housed
Jerry Strawbridge, a son, to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Smith. of 647
tale
since
January
and
has
put
Open
Saturdays
them in the sisitors guar-.
Ordrell Yarbough. a young
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Comit
and Mrs. James Strawbridge, of Driver
Until Christmas
lers al the S'eterans Home, Sao , it on the line only twice sine('
seientious vocational agricultural ! n
mie Pressley, of 375 Vance.
' and
"as as mi's
liainlernns
as
3451
/
2 Beale,
vs,sse
e
very nest da is ssa winning the championship front
leacher, Harold High, Millington.' ii was new. Nt'17'11
Vernard Lee Hooker, a son. to
"ho iii" u"
Dorothy Jean Thomas, a daugh ,
, too . found
Tenn , who is becoming known for I'll min It"'is
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie L. Hooker .
employment
.. . '
for them. Ile, Millie Pep in Sept., 1951. tominis•
: '.
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Justice Thomabout . unsafe to have around.
took
his
a
truck
of 1771 Kansas.
altitude
in
going
and
sincere
went
back to thel mon ruleA compel a titleholder hi
3320 Forrester rd.
bs. the sight 01 mom- (arm for their belongings. T It e risk his crown, every six months.
his
Michael Lynn Blanchard a son as. of
work,
brought
greetings
from
I
Michael Anthony Carter, a son,
danger and- destruction to the Munn, are
Saddler currently is awaiting a
Shelby County and spoke several' matt dager
gainfully employtar. and .Mrs. Excell Blanchard, to' Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Carter,1 0n
CHANGES_
whole systeM of tenant Cm nun ed and living at 354 Rochester legal decision, on his suit for
'4 White.
words
of
encouragement,
152 MADISON AVE.
of 593 Manigan.
Shelby county opens its 40th
; in the South. the boss lost no bile rd. in the Dr. J. E. Walker Sub- damages resulting from injuries
'fleborah Eunice Lowe, a darghPhone JA. 5-7611
Leonard Flenor Scott, a son, to Christmas Seal Sale on Nov. 15. , TEACHER
didn't
field.
Ile
he
the
to
getting
suffered
in
in
an
automobile
acter, to Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Lowe
division.
The Lauderdale county Negro
Home Owned . Horn• Operated
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Scott, of 927 Directing the campaign this year
of 408 Winton.
Thus time moves on. Let no one cident in June.
schools have reopened after recess' ask "What's t he 'natio': lis
Knight.
is Abe Goodman, seals sale chair
Gregory Allen Jones, a son. to
tell tit
' '''' forget the presence of a new NeNatalie Lynn Honeywood. a man, and Otis S. Warr, health for six weeks for harvesting crops "Ill (IllerY "Iluw"
Sir. apd Mrs. Charles Jones. of
se,. in the South Yesterday wIwo
especially cotton. We regret los. "ant a hundred.''..• in 3 Stilt
i ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Floydie B. bond chairman.
1254 Dunnivant
log Miss Elmira Daniel as a teach - akin --in thunder he demanded. he kissed his mother good toe
Daniels. of 27 Lucca.
The sale of Christmas Seals is er at Halls Consolidated school. ,
OCTOBER 5, 1956
was ignorant, scared, hopeless;
NOVEMBER 9. 1956
sponsored by the Shelby County She is now working in the Voliva
Vanessa
Delois (Wield, a
ie responsibility of service. Each he has come hack and today he is
Patricia Diane Wade, a datigh- TB and Health association. Its-pro,
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wade' ceeds provide free chest X-rays for County school system, Mound Ba• principal look a sample I 0 y I resolute, determined, and sure of
Cofield, of 47 E. Trigg.
you, Miss. She has our prayer:: which was made hy• the Thrifty , his destiny. Under the banner of
Majuba.every member of the communi.s. 1
Shirley Ann Wade, a daughter. 1 of .132
hent Griffin. a son, to Mr. and grants to local hospitals for re and best wishes for a succesful Doers club as a pattern to make such organizations as Veterans
to Mr, and Mrs. Charlie \Vette. of
the Negro in the
' Mrs. Floyd Griffin, of 595 St. Paul. search, education, rehabilitation ; school year, of which her ability ; more toys in order to make many , Benefit, Inc.,
.
400 S. Lauderdale.
and cooperative spirit will merit l children happy on Christmas morn-'South will continue to move on in
d
Lynn
a a le
and
'
patient
service.
Prezell Boyd, a son, to Mr. and
, spite of the announcement of such
for her.
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Augus; ins..
Mrs. Charlie Boyd, of 571 s'onto—
Eighty-three percent af th.. funds
We welcome Miss Dorothy Moore
Honeywood. of 732 Vance.
Miss Candle Nelson. Jeans Si• . futile ultimatums as "GET OFF
ter
toe.
Quinton Lewis Jackson, a son, raised are kept in Shelby coon- a member of the 1956 graduating ', pervisor, Miss Ladye M. Cartcr. BY SUNDowN.Paulette Denise Granberry. a '
to Mr. and Mrs. John J. Jackson, ty. Eleven percent is sent to the class of A & I State university, 1 Mrs. Daisy Douglas. .1. C. ions,.
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. L. C.
Tennessee TB assoeiation and six who comes to Lauderdale coon- '
of 1871 Keltner.
and L. 0. Gillespie were delegAr'
Granberry. of 2797 Hale
Larry Clemal Reed, jr., a son, tpieorncent to the National associa—i ty to fill the vacancy created at , from the Lauderdale County Tesch
Words of the Wise
' Minnie Kate Cogshell, a daugh. ,
; Halls by the resignation of Miss; ers Association at the Tenn. ?SeMr. and Mrs. Larry C. Reed,
to
It
is easier to believe a, De
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. James CogOnly two states, Nevada and 1 Daniels.
,
of 1133 Pearce.
' gro Educational Association Pete- , that one has heard a thousand
shell, of 340 Walnut.
from
,
dealh
z
more
Robert Earl Lynom, a son, to Arizona suffer
Fredric Letcher. a native of gate Asaembly in Nashville at A. times than to believe a fact
.
Angelo Lee Earls a son. to Mr.
and th
and Mrs. Freddie L. Lynam, TB than does..ee
Mr.
Memphis,
Tenn. who hails from • & 1 State university, Nov. to. This that- one has never heard beand Mrs. Ester L. Earl. of 1941
state ranks 10th in the reporting ; Arkansas state
Robert Lynd)
fore.
1660 Michigan.
of
college, will fill was a recall to complr•te some bit- Carver.
county reJames Lee Liggins, jr., a son, id new cases. Shelby
the vacancy created by the resig- mess that could not he completed
son, to Mr. and Mrs. James
cases in 1955.
to Mr. and Mrs. James L. Lig- ported 380 new
nation of Mrs. Minnie Slaughter, during the regular session in lay.
;son& of 842 Walker.
who is now leaching in the Shelby I nary.
' erry Bryant, jr., a son, to Mr.
County school system. Mr. Letch-,' Mrs. Elnora lfill. of 111Sprin
and Mrs. Perry Bryant, of 22
er will have the resposibility of st., Ripley, attended the Southern
33 Hunter.
.
organizing and developing a hand, Fashion and Beatify Trade slimi
Prez Easel Jackson, a son, to
in addition to directing other mu- in Atlanta, Nov. 5 and 6. It wa
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Jackson, of
sical activities connected with the sponsored by Broimer Brothel -;
33 A Foote Park.
! Beauty Supply co. in conjun('ties
school.
Janice Lee Smith, a daughter,
Mr. Letcher is soliciting the full with Eastern Central regional 0)
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. I..
cooperation of students, faculty National Beauty Culturists Leaguc.
Smith. of 1058 N. Dunlap.
members, alumni, parents a n d Inc.
Earnestine Dandridge, a daughwell wishers of the school to supter. to Mr. and Mrs. Illo B. Dan• six Ten-1
Mrs. Hill was one of
dridge, of 4987 Dodd rd.
port such a great and worthwhile nesseans to attend.
Alice Mae Wells, a daughter,
undertaking which is so greatly
11's not the one that got away
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Nifells,
needed.
that Mrs. Earline Halliburon is
of 1659 Garadine.
MAKING TOYS
She's taking •
bragging about.
Betty Jean Henderson, a daughMrs. Elnora Hill, chairman of about the six-pound cat fish she
some enough to influence your life
Carlotta:
Dear
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Henfuture content- the Goodfellows Movement, met hauled in. It seems Mrs. Annie
My parents are poor. They have : and attitudes, for
Don't envy with the teachers of the county Faye Moore and Miss P.
happiness.
derson. of 657 Phelan,
and
ment
six
are
There
sent me to school.
you to recently during the workship or, Thompson also. caught sonic fish
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. ColumThe house is clean but it the boy, he may need
us.
of
.
Look up, see inservice training made a request and. Mrs. Linnie Robinson got
bus Green, of 582 Exchange.
ih so run down. Last year while make him happy.
Mildred Miller, a daughter, to .3 '
it may be your part for all schools to support this civ- some bites.
in college, I was invited to spend the stars . . .
making him happy. He
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Miller, of
the week end with a friend from to play in
11111
.
71.:odder.
LONESOME. Some one
another town. When I went there may be
ie Mae Hunter. a daughyou would S s happy.
said,
"If
house,
big
everything,
a
he had
ter, to
Mr. and Mrs. George
others happy." . . Happifine clothes. Why he was giving make
Hunter, of 241 Cole Alley.
thatI would have ness is born a twin. Each
h
• y
Cecil Knight, a son, to Mr. and
a world each has its
been .glad to have had for Ale of great star is
Mrs. Luke Knight. of 844 Walker.
scheme of the unithe
in
place
smaller
' My little brothers- He is
NOVEMBER 1, 1956
from
than I am. Now it seems that I verse. They are different
Michael Gordon, a son, to Mr.
born
is
ii 000
mil,
•or'WV
Everybody,
other.
each
like
to
seems
just dislike him. He
....Koran* re or moTn•
and Mrs. Fred Gordon, of 360 Wel.
some
121
) ,in,--SA, ort trot
-to be with me. I cat shake him, with something more and
lington.
t•r•i
How can I get rid of this feeling? thing less than others. Some
Harvey, a son, to Mr. know deep down it is wrong, but have food, but no appetite. Some
I
and Mrs. Joseph Harvey, of 1130
eyes to
I just can't help it. Some people own beauy but have no
Pearce.
seem to have to much and others see. Some see beauty withBeatrice Rodgers, a daughter,
so little. It does not seem fair, out wanting to own it.
to Me. and Mrs. David Rodgers,
Some people seem to get so much But the richest of those or.. those
of 551 Jackson.
out of life., others so little. — Sad. who have 'love" for his fellow.
Rickey Lee Hayslett, a son, t., man without envy. Somehow envy
Dear Sad:
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie L. Hayslett, You say that you are in college has its own punishment. . .when
of 3041 Tillman Cove.
'As supetb taste
. . .when you are out of college, again you feel this coming on reand quality of
George Hoover, a son, to Mr, very little of the textbook will peat this Psalm. The
Ivens deEXCHANGE
this
historically famous
and Mrs. Hodges Hoover of 96 Wis- stick, but one thing you will do clare the Glory of God and the
Kentucky
bourbon
have made it
consin.
while there and that is establish- firmament showeth His handiAmerica'sfizvorrte
sl
aa4n/nide: rni
In es
Lena Mae Taylor, a daughter, ing a reason for existence. I work. Count your blessings instead
m
ek
e
n:
tcder
onroo
h
eogprolc
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Tay- hope that reason will be whole- of sheep.
yido_faymanboicarttionnoier9.0:010
lor, of 644 Wile n.
J y Carol Everett, a daughter,
to
. and Mrs. Ernest Everett,
5 Johnson.
of
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Jones, of 893 Mosby.
Madam Bell that you all know who stayed
Christine Taylor, a daughter, to
at the Mississippi State line for years is
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Taylor, of
back on her own place to stay. This is her
2124 Raines rd.
new office, she is living in her own home
Cassie Anthony. a daughter, to
Are you Dissatisfied with Marriage? Have
Mr. and Mrs. George Anthony, Jf
you lost faith in your life or sweetheart?
1620 Pennsylvania.
If any of these are your problems, come let
' Betty Jean Carnes. a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Otto Carnes, of
MADAM BELL advise you at once. She reads life to you Just
425 Cottonwood.
as
she would read an open book. She gives you your lucky
Ann Maria Wilson, a daughter.
dates
and months. Tells you why your job or business is not a
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Nelson, of
success. She will tell you friends and enemies a n d will call
1136 Donnelly.
names. If you have failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL
at once.

Veterans' Benefits, Inc. 'Ask Saddler
Manager Of
NEWS
Title Defense

f

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY

Christmas Seals
Sale Nov. 15

4

Olo Crow
is traoitio4a1
at holioay time
ce4

UNITED MOTORS
1099 Union Ave

4i.

MADAM BELL
You Know Is Not A Gypsy

Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot

'53 thru '56 MODELS

Low Bank Financing • Day or Night (4

For

BEAUTY SHOP
Or

BARBERSHOP
I

Phone

Fairfax 4-1785
Or
Fairfax 7-0505

OLD CROW

LOCATED on her own place on highway 51 North. 6 miles_
north of Millington, Tennessee on the wa) to Covington, Tennessee, next door to Colony Night Club otherwise known as
Turf Club. Two blocks below the other reader. 5 Greyhound
buses pail daily to and from Memphis. Ask your bus driver to
put you off at Madam Bell's place. You can take the Millington
bus and get off at the post office in Millington and get a cab and
tell them to drive you to Madam Bell's place. Show your cab
driver the address

litolLw

WOO

111,011

110 ?MI IOPOOT•ofir NOON,
•ok .0110 11015.01.

COME TODAr FOR TOMORROW MAY RE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours: 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Reading daily. Open on Sundays
I don't make any home calls or answer any letters.

2586 POPLAR
Open 141 9 P.M. • FA 4-5557

DISTIttEaY cow-CORPORATION,FRANKFORLIENTUCK

y oiyisios or NATIONit DISTIt LEIS PIODUCT9
KENTUCKY STRAiCHT KOURBON *mislay. se P $81

- TM-STATE DEFENDER
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The Hamiltonian

By ALICE MARIE DOBBS
AND
LARRY TURNER

, cooling it. But Kirk and Cash remain the top couple. Eddye Nell
' has eyes for Marvin Doggett. Jacqueline is in love with the "little"
Jones, Howard Orsborne, Vendee
By DEN% ER TERRY
All hopes and determination in
boy in Prof. Robinson's h o m e•
Ranking, William Redick, Willie
By LOUVENIA J. L. "t
the torrid race for the vice presa brief honeymoon, both couples
MOM.
I told my readers in the first. Richmond, Harold Smith, Marvell
idency of the Student Council,
will
reside in Forrest Chi. The
Hamilton
that
The
ian
the Thomas, Carla Thomas,
, We're organizing a lonely hearts
edition of the
Forrest City District
Alma
seemed to be in favor of Miss
Schools re-opened this week and ceremony was performed by Rev.
'club and these are the officers:
plays and parties were to be Bennett. Flossie Birder], Fannie
Watkins until the tide turned the
hundreds of eager youngsters and James Gray.
Larry Turner, president; Shirbooming off. Well, the American Boyd, Evelyn Crawford
, Barbara
/ast
minute
favor
in
Mrs. Inez Jefferson has just raJohnny
of
ptlyteachers
are together again, hapley Finney, vice president; JanHistory students of the Junior Davis, Joan Green, Beatrice Kelturned from Gary, Ind, wh4tre iie
' Wright, her opponent.
exploring new horizons.
ice
Day,
secretary
;
Debts
Miller,
High department gave an ArmisPearlie Williams,s Claudine
Next year when Johnny ig*
•'
Before school opened, the Lin- visited her parents.
D
-- - assistant
secretary
o
' Marva
gAdams, Bertha Bennett, Ida Farsenior he automatically moves up
Mr. and Mrs. J. 0. Upd:ic.tt
coin
High school 'Tigers' scored
gett,
disqualif
ied;
Robert
Jamison,
mer, Fannie Gibbs, Jewel Hayes, or
to the presidency. We congratulate
another victory over Harrison High have as their houscguests, Mrs.
reporter; Alice Dobbs, advisor. AlElla Rae King, Ethelrene aTyres,
him on his victory and hope that herta
".
ragons", Blytheville, 42-0. This 1Upchurch's sister, Mrs. Ivory hobWoodland is not a member
Gremdlum Ponte, Bertha Rogers,' NOTED AUTHOR, journalist and we will have a better student
thrilling game was played at inson, of Detroit, Mich., and licr
because
some
of
chum
at
the
UniLaverne Shaw, Andrew Anderson,' iecturer Agnes E. Meyer, will he, council under his leadership next
Smith Stadium and sponsored by niece and nephew, little Dorothy
versity of Michigan.
Percy Cochran, Calvin Davis, Mar-. the guest speaker at the Awards ' year.
the Negro Chamber of Commerce. and Aubrey Louis Thompkins, of
We've lost another football
tha Higgs, Hogan Hooks, Lee dinner of the National Council off The last Saturday in October, a game.
, The proceeds from the game will , Swedesburo, N. J. I am happy
Johnson, Robert Miller and James Negro Women on Nov. 17 at the our school appeared on the quiz
go toward the completion of the to report that Mrs. Upthutteh, who
Mable cut her fingernails for ;
MARVA DOGGETT
Voison.
new swimming pool for Negroes. was hospitalized for a few .lays
1 Willard hotel in Washington, D. C. Program on a local station. They typing
class. This was her most '
First Baptist Church Sunda Y last week, is back home and re-made a great showing though they prized
Eleventh grade — Sara Murrell,.
possession.
School sponsored its Annual Har- ported doing well.
lost 65-75.
Georgia Whitaker, R o n e r t
Carolyn, how is Archie?
The Semper Fidelis club held
vest Day program recently.
Moore, William Wells, Minnie DaiMembers of the group were HetDorothy, why be so quiet?
1 The church was beautifully &Tor- Its regular bi-monthly meeting at
en Echols, Pearlie Wen, Leonard
ley, LaVerne Kneeland, Glensie
Robert
Allen. Ann Sullivan has
Words of the Wise
ated with signs of a bountiful har- the home of Mrs. Edgar Barnett
Morale and Betty Cash.
4 Thomas, Ora Langley and I d a
eyes for you. Bobby Carnie has
A very impressive devotional recently. Mrs.
F. Banks, vicelintoyment of the present is
Another group was scheduled to
Gamble.
eyes for Ralph Prater at Douglass
,
service
denied
those
to
who
was conducted by Mrs. president presided.
worry
too
appear against St. Augustine this
Twenfth grade — Gladys NewHigh. Alice, what about James at
mach dbout the future.
, F. N. Jamison; greetin_rs were exmonth.
son, Bernice Hightower, Bobby
BTW. Marvin, a 10-6 student (M.
—(William Feather)
' tended by Mrs. J. E. Isom and
MeCraven
Jean
, Eloise Swanagan
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Teams
Y.) has designs on you.
Voting Points response by Miss Ellen Powell
and Nettie Carr,
, The senior class presented a
I. OKLAHOMA (7-01
Rev. G W Pitts, pastor uf Beth
60
Masquerade Ball. It seemed that 'The University of Illinois
en the new
Salem Baptist church, delivered
Visual
everybody attended and brought Aids Service provides education
2. TENNESSEE (7-0)
54
the message. Mrs. Clarine
al
attli
his big brother for the house films from a million -dollar library
, served as mistress of ceretnoniso-deposit ;
3. MICHIGAN STATE 16-1)
45
was packed.
of 20,000 films, 1,200 filmstrips,
ies. The service was well ttendno-ristoro
CALVIN BOYCE
and 1,700 tape recordings.
ed and St. Luke AME church requesites-speAcin siCies.•
4. GEORGIA TECH 16-1?
40
Betty Cash and Joseph Kirk, Joy
ceived the attendance award.
tics Day play Friday, Nov. 9 in
Shores and Robert Bowles, Mae
5. TEXAS A&M. 17-0-11
Mrs. W. L. Purifoy is superin39
the cafetorium.
Lou Bowden and Robert Allen,
Wife Preservers
tendent. Program committee: Mrs.
Prof. W. L. Pamphlet, who was
6. OHIO STATE 05-11
• Hollye Martin and Charles Moore.
32
C. T. Cobb, chairman, Mrs. J. E.
sponsoring the play was happy to
By DARMY BAILEY
ten
that
we
have
been
top
on
Say,
Helen
Isom, Mrs. T. R. Edmonds and
celebrate
d
her 18th
see the students give such an in
7,
IOWA
16-11
24
ifor 14 or 15 years and are still birthday Nov. 1.
Mrs. Clarine Smith. Rev. F. M.
teresting play, and Prof. Harry T. The candidates for offices in the '
on top. And poor Hamilton has
Someone
lopking
McClendon, pastor.
for
a
queen?
MIAMI
8,
OF FLORIDA 16-0-11 13
Cash, also,
student council are very busy.
the nerve to brag after they luck- Here's a young lady with all the
DOUBLE WEDDING
Al Cola. sisie Cosa,
Calvin &wee, orie of Hamilton's A few of the candidates, such as , u defeated
us once since 194.3. qualifications and she is none oth9. MICHIGAN (5-2)
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Johnson
Combinatioa.
most popular football players, will Edgar Young and Claree Avant, f Everyone
must think we are the er than Miss Marva Doggett.
Parks were married recently in
Prttød
Reaso,ab4
be appearing in the homecom _ who are both running for the of- best, for over the
10. SYRACUSE (6-1)
6
door of St. AuMiss Doggett is a straight 'A'
a beautiful double wedding cereCiUfttl
FUIPPIOlti
DEPT
lice
of
President
,
Huntsvill
against
Ala.,
have made gustine
e,
ing game
Pulpih, Pa, LeCte.4,
was a sign which read, student and possesses everything
The INS panel consists of East-West mony at the home of Mr. and '
r.s*,
Nov. 16 at Melrose stadium. We signs telling what they will do if a we
beat the best, now let's beat that contributes to the hest in
toem
Shrine game scouts Bernie Bierman, , Mrs. Andrew Hollis. Mrs. Johnexpect that Boyce will be one of elected president. The election will the rest."
, son is the former Miss Catherin.'
and over that sign was womanhood. She is he daughter
1.0.C4t Pf Kt, AvoNklbit
Andy
Kerr
and
held
Francis
as
soon
as voting ma '
the WDIA Gridiron Greats this sea- be
WrAtt for Cotoioste•
1. Powers: Hollis, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
that wonderful name Washingon, of Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Doggett.
To be sure paint is thoroughly ntixed
chines are acquired.
son.
and free from lumps, pour the paint Sportscaster Henry Wismer, INS col. Andrew Hollis and Mrs. Parks
so you see they consider us the SO THEY SAY
was
SPRINGER
FASHION UNIFORMS
through a ciiscariicd nylon stocking umnist Pat Robinson and INS assistant
Should it tarn out Calvin can't GRIDIRON GREAT
formerly Miss Bessie Mae Allen.
WASM 2 D L
best,
. Robert and Mae Lou are still Stretched over the top of the can.
ATLANTA 3, GA.
sports
M
510
St
N
editor
77 Aloboffso Si 5 W
Howard
The
1
student
Sigmand.
body
of
Washingt
on
through
daughter
the
big game, he
make it
of Mr. Fred Allen. After
THE COMMUNITY CHEST
had
it's
voting
for
Gridiron Great
has a great assistant. Kermit
The students of Washington
Stepter. Septer, a studious jun- last Friday morning. The program opened
their hearts to the Coinis
sponsore
d
by
WDIA.
All the
/or and president of the junior
munity
Chest and out of it came
Negro city schools in
class, is expected.
Niemphis select two of their most out- $1,444 which averages just about
The Wildcats left on Nov. 3 for
, standing players to represent the 50 cents per student.
a game in Nashville.
school, one from the line and one CAMPUS HEAR SAY+
The Honor Roll students are es%
Jean Wiggins and Lesley Armfrom
the backfield. Aftert h e
en to you this week In all honors,
strong are doing as well as can
school
has
selected the two which
citizenship, perfect attendance and
, they want to represent them out be expected.
academic'
Sidney Howard, what is this
of the 10 the station official will
' First grade e- Ronald Boykins,
select the one that the think is hear of you and Faye Gardner?
Ellison Haymer, James Wilson,
Clifford Wilson claims that his
best. The winner will receive an
Larry Woods, Milton Woods, Mar- ,
.
I all-expense paid trip to California. heart is with Bonnie Bates.
cellas Wright, Curtis Ann Batley,
, The runners-up will each receive LOVERS OF THE WEEK
Annie Lott, Jacqueline Lawson,.
Walter Bailey and Helen Stova Benrus watch. The ones runand Betty Newbern.
ning in our school are, for line, all.
Third grade — Michael Beane, Ernest Dunlap, George
Willie Ear! Bates and Betty
(Radar)
STelvin Garner, Willie Jackson,. Wilson, and Lieutena
nt Singleton, Holmes.
Spencer Lewis, Michael Matlock,., for the back was Charles
C. C. Morgan and Samella
Elton,
Clarence McKin, Cleveland Payne, Curtis Orr and William
Dortch.
Miller.
Sidney Parham, Walter Ragsdale,
lileeino Choice anti Gregory
A TRUE SPORTSMAN
John Robertson, John Wood I.
Tommye Kaye Hayes.
I
There
has
been a great deal of TOP TEN
Frank Joyner, Ronald Anderson.
ROVING CATS
Laze Stewart, Sylvia Braswell, criticism against the Washington
1. lsiorle Blanchard
football
squad
by
mostly people
Glenda Davis, Barbara Haskins,
3. Lesley Armstrong
Joy McPherson, Minnie Newbern, 1 who wouldn't play a game of ball
3. Bennie Neal
Carene Pope, Gloris Renfro, Er- 1 if you made them. You can't win , 4. Lubby Strong
nestine Moody, Samella Fichte.' all of them and you'd be a fool
5 Roy Shotwell
Beverly Tuggle, Jacqueline T u r- if you thought so. A great deal 6. Milton Fletcher
ter, Dorothy White and Jennifer of the criticism came from the
7. Herbert Fields
St. Augustine school. Because
Young.
8. Fred Gaithers
those boys got lucky and won a
9. Jewel Brown
• Fifth grade
Lula Aldridge, few games
they are under the im10. Sidney Howard
Shirley Boykin, Elsie Brownlee.
pression that they are tops but WE'RE
Bettie Carter, Gloria Gray, Linda
LONESOME
they are so wrong, for we Are
Charles Floyd. Mildred Willis,
Hargraves, Earline Herod. Clivtops, (we are tops, we lead and
Mauriece Thrillkill, Josie Albright,
etta Hoskins, Jo Ann Moore, Ella
others follow.
Walter Roberts.
Neal, Martha Shipp, Dianne WalThey have forgotten the fact
Lucille Williams. Carol Billops,
lace, Danella White, Lily Bradt',
that we ran them off the clock
Roberi Daily, Albert Yates, PhylMac Bennett, Willie Carter, Rob- in
basketball. They ha % e forgot- lis Ily ter.
ert Davis. Danny Dockery. George
Gillard, Eugene Hunter, Oran Littlejohn. Eddie Mario Wilbert
Smith, McGellan Tate, Irvin Watson, Verna MeGlothin, Mary Savage, Hazel Knight, Doris Price.
Berry Merriweather. Alderee Jackson, Nita Caner. Doris Woods,
Dorothy Crayton. Bettie Smith. Eletoria Rose. Doris Campbell.'Maggie Dandridge, Barbara Sease.
Berry Pralt, Gene Bolton. Denver Miller. Larry 1L'ebb, Colene
Exum. Aretta .Tourner. Verntta
Montgomey. Yvonne Porter and
Minnie Woods.
,•
Sixth grade — Thomas Tate,
Thomas Nelson. Antonia Walker,
Lee Ann Cooper. Revert:. Green,!
Deola Gill, Vireinia Harris, Car- .
ole .Tones, alauritta MeChriston.
Barbara Matthews. Sally Ross,'
Edna Shelby and Robert Taylor.
Se‘enth grade — Willie Jones.
.7ana !tat is and Patricia NleDari/el.
Eighth erade — Theodore The
vidson. charles Freeman. Leonard
Jones, Jat»es Sykes cornie rat.ter. Kathryn Caralson. Ethel Ilan)
ris. Ailie Mae Spencer. Gloria •
Turner. Jessie Turner. .1 o h n
Weaver. Irma !Amnon. Mane Lack- 1
land. tiara Martin, Betty Richmond and Maxine Weater.
Ninth ?Jade
Karcenna Me- •
Chrisem. Edith craw ford .
axinc Hulliegsworth and Ennelle
Satilsherr).
Tenth grad,- — Leora
\%
Abs-on 'femme' Clark. Dorn
thy Dandridee. Lillie Flowers, Wit.;
lie Slim. Tas lor. Minnie Tay Inr,
AS THE OTHER TWO LARGEST-SELLING FILTE
Barbara Stares. Laverne Reid.
R BRANDS
7.tima Jones. Georgia Scot'. Rubystifle Gates. Robbie Tale. Elrev
.
.
t
.........
Carroll. 1.'annie Ifarley, Rodeer

I

Sooners Still
Rated Tops By
•,
/Ns Griot
Poll

5 Full Glosses of Bi
SCHUTZ
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SMOKERS EVERYWHERE ARE
DISCOVERING WHY

ICEROYS OlteglitOotkAl

Mixes With
a
nything

Twice As Many Filters
In Every Viceroy Tip
COMPARE: How

many filters in your filter tip?
(Remember—the more filters the smoother the
taste!)

GOODBY LICE!

/1-200(..
KILLS IN
15 MINUTES
It's essy to pt nd of
dirty, itchy said and
arab lice. A-200 Iril4
those dangerous parasites on comsat
...within 15 minutes.
Eery to apply, easy to remove.
4-200 is non-poisonous. non-irritating, loaves no tell-talis odor. Doss net
smelt or harm clothing One applies-

dea sboual de IL At a drew% A

IN&

emphis
for 7 favorite
straight year
s

_.:4611111111•11r

Brand B

Brand C

VICEROY
cYitter'7ip
100 PROOF ALSO AVAILASLI AT $o PROOf
DISTILLED FROM 100% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS PRODUCT OF U. S.
A.
CLEAR SPRING DISTILLING CO., division of JAMES 13 BEAM DISTILLING CO.,
CLERMONT, KENTUCKY

•

CIGARETTES
KING-S1ZE

VICEROY is one of the fine tobacco products
of the BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO CORPORATION.

•

